Emperor SPA
80Mins/RMB1980
•

A special relaxation treatment for most prestigious men. Begin with a Sea Glow,
followed by Oriental Wellness Therapy and Sensation Collagen Lifting Facial
Treatment.

Empress SPA
180Mins/RMB1980
•

A special relaxation treatment for the most elegant women. Begin with a
Milk-Honey Firming Body Wrap, followed by Oriental Wellness Therapy and
Sensation Collagen Lifting Facial Treatment.

Paradise SPA
150Mins/RMB1680
•

Rediscover the silhouette of body contours with a Milk-Honey Firming Body
Wrap, followed by the soft Moisturizing Facial Treatment. Complete the
harmonious experience with Aromatherapy.

Revitalizing SPA
150Mins/RMB1280
•

An essential facial that provides holistic benefits for radiant and healthy glowing
skin. Coupled with the relaxation of Aromatherapy Massage, it releases the
tension in your nerves, body and spirit to achieve a harmonious balance.

Hot Stone Aromatherapy
120Mins/RMB1080
•

This unique and highly effective therapy can de-stress your body, stimulate
blood and lymphatic circulation and increase cell metabolism, resulting in a
sense of utter wellness and relaxation.

Sensation Collagen Lifting Facial Treatment
100Mins/RMB1080
•

Spa Sensation offers a silky soft solution for moisture-deficient skin. Using a
blend of pure collagen and other select ingredients, skin is deeply nourished,
drawing strength, beauty and feeling of well-being.

Deluxe Aromatherapy
120Mins/RMB980
•

A gentle and soothing massage bringing together elements of Swedish,
Shiatsu and Reflexology combined with the therapeutic qualities of oriental
aromatic essential oils. It is designed to strengthen the body’s vigor and renew
spirit.

Oriental Wellness Therapy
90Mins/RMB780
•

The ultimate antidote for stressed bodies, this treatment combines traditional
Chinese massage with Western aromatherapy techniques. Relax your body
with specially blended oils.

Deep Tissue Therapy
90Mins/RMB780
•

This massage is perfect for tired muscles after excessive exercises. It optimizes
the therapeutic results by treating specific muscle groups with moderate to
deep pressure massage.

Aromatherapy
60Mins/RMB580
•

A gentle and calming massage enhanced with aromatic essential oils to
balance body and mind, restoring a sense of well-being.

